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The author drops into one of Apharwat Peak’s
Drang Bowls through a typical starting zone above
immense relief. “Luckily, as all other times on this trip,
nothing moved and we proceeded,” photographer
Ming Poon says. “The snow was so good and the
terrain offered a huge canvas to paint tracks on.”
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SKI MECCAS COME IN
A VARIETY OF FLAVORS.
Switzerland is posh, Chamonix is extreme,
Alaska is wild, Utah is fluffy, and Colorado
is high in more ways than one. Of all
these flavors, the town of Gulmarg,
located in the Indian state of Kashmir,
holds the undisputed title of exotic.
It’s the type of place you visit for the
skiing but return with memories of sliding
through paper-tree forest, seeing assault
rifles in tram cars, gaping at 8,000-meter
Himalayan peaks in the distance and
watching sunsets to the sound of evening
prayers played over scratchy loudspeakers.

[above] Gulmarg’s Shark Fin Peak Drainage, a prime
steep zone with relatively low consequence.
[left] Finding different types of lines in Kashmir.
[right] Not your average ski rack: many Indian tourists flock
to Gulmarg, where they often partake in wooden sled rides.

IF GULMARG HAD A
SISTER CITY, IT WOULD
BE LA GRAVE, FRANCE.
Like the Hautes-Alpes commune, Gulmarg is
a small town with one very long gondola.
What La Grave claims in vertical and
steeps, Gulmarg counters with vast breadth
and perfectly pitched terrain. Both offer
lift-assisted touring and are run by fewer
employees than your average Starbucks.
Gulmarg, which roughly translates to “Flowered
Valley,” is a land of many skiing options.
When the weather and conditions are good,
the high alpine and big peaks are the main
attraction. When it snows or the avalanche
danger rises, Monkey Hill is a short skin right
from town, providing a starting point to oldgrowth tree skiing that snakes down to the town
of Tangmarg, where taxis to Gulmarg await.
The proximity of the tram lures many into thinking
Gulmarg is tame, but, in reality, it requires
nothing less than a solid A-game of avalanche
skills. The predominate terrain feature is a series
of parallel, 3,000-foot, east-facing bowls, which
offer almost no place to hide once you drop in.

[above] Fruits of labor in Srinagar, Kashmir.
[right] Among the paper trees of Apharwat Peak, the author
embraces a moment of light during three days of storm skiing.

IN 2010, AN AVALANCHE
here killed 17 Indian soldiers, and the Internet is packed
with images of skiers standing next to 10-foot crowns.
Knowing where to go is important, but even more critical
is knowing when to go, especially considering a skier
thousands of feet above may trigger a slide. Staying one
lap ahead of the masses is a strategic game of mountain
chess and has the added benefit serving up firsties.
Those without a Tough Travel merit badge will earn it by the
time they leave. India is not for the faint of heart or weak of
stomach. After close to 36 hours of travel, stepping into the
streets of Srinagar feels like instant mayhem, especially with
a full kit of ski gear. Wearing seatbelts is considered a sign
of weakness, and the drivers all flow to some invisible, highspeed aura that’s undetectable to Westerners. Renting a car
would be both suicidal and pointless, as taxi drivers also
perform all sorts of extracurriculars, like helping you change
money and talking you through random police blockades.

[above] The Himalaya (to the northeast) and the
Pir Pinjal Range (to the southwest) flank the Vale
of Kashmir with a constant and dramatic backdrop.
[left] Monkeying around in Gulmarg.
[right] McLean helps himself to another
4,000-foot powder lap at 14,000 feet.

THE PRESENCE OF
MACHINE- GUN NESTS
on street corners and at the bottom of ski runs
makes the Kashmiri conflict impossible to ignore.
Wedged between India and Pakistan with people
[above] Glen Poulsen, the
elusive powder tiger, slides
into a Himalayan spine off
Apharwat Peak (14,403 ft.).
[right] The modern territorial
dispute over Jammu and Kashmir
began in 1947, when India and
Pakistan won independence
from Britain. Kashmiri ruler Hari
Singh chose to side with India,
sparking ongoing fighting between
Hindu-majority India and Muslimmajority Pakistan and those who
wished to remain independent
or union with Pakistan.

who’d prefer to have an independent state, Kashmir
reluctantly sided with India in 1947. Three-way
tensions remain between the two countries and the
Kashmiri Freedom Fighters, but the one thing they all
agree upon is that tourism is good for the economy. It
can be embarrassing, but brightly colored skiers are
something of a protected species in Kashmir—although
it is probably best to not push this theory too hard.
Kashmir was a waypoint on the 1960s Hippy
Trail and has a long-established reputation
for being a mystical place. That spirit lives on
in Gulmarg, where the mountains and culture
transcend turns and, quite simply, makes visitors
feel fortunate just to be able to ski or ride there. z

